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Finalists:
! Eighteen Bridges, Curtis Gillespie, The Populist
! Eighteen Bridges, Max Fawcett, Why Knot?
! Eighteen Bridges, Russell Cobb, Glorious and Free. Mostly.
! Swerve, Malwina Gudowska, A Woman's Place is at the Altar
! Up Here, Jasmine Budak, Where have you gone, Annie Pootoogook?

The Winning Entry Is:

Eighteen Bridges
Max Fawcett
“Why Knot?”

About Eighteen Bridges
!

Founded in 2010 by Curtis
Gillespie and Lynn Coady

!

Publishes long-form, narrative
journalism

!

Oﬀered as a free digital magazine
as well as in
hard copy

!

Published in Edmonton, Alberta

!

Named for bridges in Edmonton

Click	
  here	
  for	
  Eighteen	
  Bridges	
  website	
  

	
  
	
  

About the editor: Curtis Gillespie

!

Author of four books: The Progress
of an Object in Motion, Someone
Like That, Playing Through and
Crown Shyness.

!

Winner of three National
Magazine Awards

!

Editor/co-founder of Eighteen
Bridges

Click	
  here	
  for	
  editor's	
  bio	
  

About the author: Max Fawcett

Click	
  here	
  for	
  author's	
  website	
  

!

Managing editor of Alberta Venture (a
business magazine)

!

Master’s degree in political science
from Carleton University (2004)

!

Has been published in The Walrus,
Hazlitt, Eighteen Bridges, the Globe and
Mail, the National Post, the Vancouver
Sun, the Toronto Star, Avenue, THIS
Magazine and Corporate Knights

The Pitch
Max Fawcett was pitching another story to
Curtis Gillespie and Eighteen Bridges at a Jasper
Avenue coﬀee shop when his phone rang:
“It’s pretty rude to take a phone call when you’re in
the middle of pitching an editor, so I had to explain
why I had to take it. It was my dad, who was calling
because he was right smack in the middle of his
latest divorce.”
– Max Fawcett

The Pitch
! Fawcett explained his family’s history: Six adults,
16 divorces. His mom and dad divorced four
spouses, four times.
! Gillespie asked Fawcett if he still believed in
marriage and wanted to get married one day.
! Fawcett: “ Yeah, sure. I’m ok with it.”
! Gillespie: “Now that’s a story.”

The Pitch
Fawce5’s	
  father	
  and	
  mother	
  had	
  one	
  child:	
  the	
  author.	
  

Article Logistics
! Story had an eight-week turnaround.
! Fawcett flew to L.A. to see his brother’s new baby
and meet with his dad.
“I created a ruse of us driving out to a Los Angeles
Angels game, which is out in Anaheim, an hour’s
drive from Santa Monica where my brother lives. I
pigeonholed him, but he said I didn’t have to. I
brought my voice recorder and he said to just ask
whatever I want.”
– Max Fawcett

Writing the Story
Conversations with Fawcett’s dad, mom and brother
provided a narrative arc.
“You need to go in with an idea of how you would
like to structure it and then let the story dictate
from there.”
– Max Fawcett

Article Theme
“Yet for all the colourful examples I’d seen of why marriage
didn’t work, it was always clear to me growing up that there
was not necessarily a logical connection between these failed
marriages and my own odds of getting married. Whenever I
tried to imagine my future, what I’d be like twenty or thirty
years down the road, it always included a ring on my finger.
Yes, I built in the assumption that it was possible I’d get
divorced once
or twice along the way, but I never soured on the idea
of marriage.”

Writing the Story
On adding academic research:
“It couldn’t be too personal and it couldn’t be too
maudlin or self-deprecating. You need to introduce
yourself to the reader and explain why you’re writing it
and why they’re reading it, but you need to anchor it
in reality, research and fact to show that it is about
more than just you.”
– Max Fawcett

Setting the Scene
“Going to Los Angeles might have been a bit of an
artifice but it works. In these longer non-fiction
narrative pieces you need scenes and texture. It
can’t just be ideas and characters.”
– Max Fawcett

Tension
“One of the key ways and one of the most basic
ways, which people don’t use often enough, to
create tension, is to ask a question and don’t
answer it until later. And that’s a really valuable
tool.”
– Curtis Gillespie, who came up
with “Why Knot?” as the headline

Editing the Story

The first draft was long and involved.
“He stuck everything into it.”
– Curtis Gillespie

Editing the Story
“Why Knot” went through four drafts.
“Focus, focus, focus.”
– Curtis Gillespie
“All the pieces were in the first draft, it
was just how we sequenced them.”
– Max Fawcett

Editing the Story
Lede changed:
“I had started with a sharper lead. Curtis had
suggested that I ‘not give everything away on the
first date,’ as he put it. So we made it more
mellow and saved the harder punches for a little
later on in the story.”
– Max Fawcett

Story Components

Headline and Deck

[Headline] Why Knot?
[Deck] One writer’s look into the unexpected
evolution of marriage.

Lede

Lede
“Distracted driving laws are common across North America, but few
to my knowledge cover talking about marriage with your sixty-eight year old
father while behind the wheel. Still, as my rented black 2009 Chevy Impala
shuddered to a stop on the Santa Ana Freeway in early September, just short
of the expensive-looking silver SUV in front of me, it occurred to me this was
perhaps an oversight on the part of lawmakers. I’ve never been in an accident,
yet this discussion nearly caused an embarrassing and possibly even dangerous
collision. It
was distracting in the extreme. The drivers behind me were paying better
attention than I was—and were probably not listening to the idiosyncratic
relationship opinions of a parent—so a collision was avoided. I managed to
veer into the open lane to my right, narrowly missing a car merging left, and
we carried on our way.”

Nut Graf or Theme Statement

Nut Graf
“I knew the drive to the ball game would take at least an
hour, and I wanted to use the time to ask my dad why he
was getting his fourth divorce, and whether he’d be willing
to put himself in the position of risking a fifth. I suppose I
was also hoping that in the process, I’d learn something
about myself, about whether I’d ever be able to tie the
knot, about why, after everything that had gone on in my
family, I was still living with the hope that one day I’d
marry.”

Setting the Scene

Scene Setting With the Dad
“I wanted to ask him how he could square that perspective with his
decision to get married a fourth time—and dedicate the book to
that fourth wife, no less—but I had begun fighting a pitched battle
with my car’s GPS. It kept forcing me oﬀ the highway and onto
side roads that would immediately re-connect with the freeway,
and while I was tempted to ignore its advice after the third such
incident, my near-accident made me unusually co-operative. Still,
we had a good twenty minutes before we got to Anaheim, and after
the GPS told me to go straight for eleven miles I figured I had
time to ask a few questions about the apparent discrepancy
between his words and his deeds.”

Scene Setting With the Brother
“We sat on his third-floor deck in Santa Monica while
he watered his plants and worked on his tan. I wasn’t
surprised when he told me that his marriage worked
because he’d met the right woman, given that she was
sleeping on the futon in the next room with the
window open. But his body language said he was
telling the truth. What he said next surprised me, until
he’d finished, by which time it seemed obvious.”

Carla and Jesse Fawcett

Scene Setting With the Brother
"It’s actually easier being in a married relationship than
an unmarried one,” he told me, “because it isn’t like
you’re negotiating every day to be in a relationship. You
are in a relationship—there’s no question about it any
more. It’s actually a great freedom. I didn’t expect that. I
thought it was going to be the opposite, that it would
come with all these obligations. But it’s actually quite
liberating. And enjoyable.”

Use of Numbers and Statistics

Statistics
“Census data is rarely an occasion for controversy, but
when the 2011 Census data on households was released
in September 2012 it made its
way to both the front and back pages of most
newspapers in Canada. On the front, the stories talked
about the radically changing face of the average
Canadian family, with the percentage of Canadians
living in common-law relationships on the rise and the
proportion of traditional nuclear families yet again on
the decline.”

Author Uses Medical Marriage Studies
“A 2000 study published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association found that women who reported
marital strain were nearly three times more likely to die
of heart disease or suﬀer heart attacks than those in
healthier relationships. Those findings were backed up by
a 2006 study that was published in the American Journal
of Cardiology, which also showed a correlation between
marital distress and physical ailment.”

Numbers
“Beginning in the nineteen-seventies, the median
age at which people first married began to rise
noticeably, increasing by almost five years from
1970 until the early aughts. For example, in 1979
—the year that I was born—the average age at
which men and women got married was 24.4 and
22.1
years old, respectively. By 2011, those had
increased to 28.7 and 26.5.”

Academic Research

Academic Research
Referencing Andrew J. Cherlin, professor of public
policy at Johns Hopkins University and the author of
The Marriage-Go-Round: The State of Marriage and the
Family in America Today:
“Fundamentally, he writes, marriage has evolved from an
obligation to an option. Co-habitation has become a
viable and widely-accepted alternative, and those who
choose it are not subject to the same kind of punitive
cultural shaming they would have experienced two
generations earlier.”

Academic Research
“As a 2011 article in the Journal of Family Issues
noted, ‘We find little evidence of a decline in
the importance of marriage among young
people during their prime family formation
years. Overwhelmingly, young people insist they
value marriage, and the unmarried respondents
express a desire to wed at some point in their
lives.”’

Academic Research
Referencing Stephanie Coontz, professor, The Evergreen
State College in Washington State and director of
research and public education for the Council on
Contemporary Families:
“According to Coontz’s research, every generation since the Baby
Boomers (those born roughly between 1946 and 1961) has had
a better chance of reaching their fifteenth wedding anniversary
than the one that came before them. In other words, census data
may reveal that fewer people are getting married but the ones
who do seem to be making it last longer.”

Academic Research
! John Gottman, psychologist and retired professor emeritus
of the University of Washington, developed a recipe for a
successful marriage.
! Therapist Peter Williamson, trained by Gottman, explains:
“What Gottman’s research shows is that people
who stay together often have just as many
diﬀerences as the people who split up. The
diﬀerence is in how they handle their
diﬀerences.”

Writer’s Voice

Writer’s Voice
“This wasn’t quite what I was expecting to hear
from a marriage therapist. I suppose I thought he
would be slightly less dispassionate about it all,
although perhaps even the most optimistic person
would eventually tilt that way if they had to work
with dysfunctional couples every day.”

Writer’s Voice
“But if his advice addressed some questions, it raised a larger one:
If it’s all a matter of just getting over diﬀerences in a mature way
and choosing one person amongst many who suit you—all of
which sounds perfectly sensible—then why doesn’t everyone do it
that way? If the best way to construct a successful relationship is
through pragmatism and communication, why do so many people
still go through the process of getting married, a process
highlighted by a symbolic act of communion that is anything but
pragmatic? Why do we still do it? And why, despite my intimate
knowledge of all this, do I want to as well?”

Use of First Person

Use of First Person
“Of all the relationships that I’d grown up with, the one
between my father and his fourth wife Leanna was not one
I expected to end in divorce. But it had, which
was why I wanted to find out what kind of shape my father
was in. Based on the increasingly negative tenor of the
phone calls and emails we’d exchanged over the preceding
few months—as what looked like an amicable separation
turned into an acrimonious divorce (a war, he called it)—I’d
expected to find a broken man when I circled around LAX’s
Terminal
Two looking for him.”

Use of Dialogue

Use of Dialogue
“I popped the trunk. He deposited his bags, slammed the
trunk shut, then quickly opened the passenger door and got
in.
‘Hey, kiddo,’ he said. ‘Good to see you. What’s new?’
‘Me? Not much,’ I said. ‘You’re the one with stuﬀ going on,
remember?’
He reluctantly did up his seat belt at the car’s ding-donging
insistence, and turned towards the window. ‘Yeah,’ he said.
‘Tell me about it.’”

Use of Quotes

Use of Quotes: Author’s Dad Speaks
“‘I’d been married all those times,’ he told me,
‘but I just went along with it because the people
I was living with needed that. But in a curious
way, I bought in with Leanna.
I really felt married, and I stopped screwing
around and stopped looking around, oddly.
I fell in love at forty-eight. Who knew?’”

Use of Quotes: Author’s Mom Speaks
“‘There’s no reason for me to have been married four
times,’ she told me. ‘It defies logic, it’s absolutely
ludicrous, and if there’s anything I was ever embarrassed
about that would be it.’
I asked her why’d she’d done it, then, get married time
after time.
‘In those days just about everyone we knew got married.
Everybody started out living together and they ended up
married. It was just what you did.’”

Use of Quotes
“Later that evening, after the ball game, heading
back to Santa Monica with my father, I told him
about how Jesse had defined a successful marriage,
or at least, his.
‘Jesse’s right,’ my father said. ‘For any relationship
to work at this point in history,
the easy shit has to be easy, because the hard stuﬀ
is really fucking hard.’”

The Ending

Ending
“For people my age this is particularly true. Marriage is no
longer the main course in our social and cultural lives.
Instead, it’s an elegant but entirely optional garnish. Yet the
fact that it is no longer an economic or cultural obligation
makes it mean more, not less. Unlike my parents, who felt
dragooned into getting married by cultural and social
pressures before realizing that they had made a mistake (or, as
it happened, another one) I get to make that choice—when,
to whom, or not at all—unencumbered by their expectations
or anyone else’s.”

Ending, Continued
“And like so many people my age, I’m still looking forward
to making it. Possibly that’s because marriage has evolved
from an economic necessity into an aspirational exercise, a
challenge willingly met rather than a process silently
endured. Or maybe it’s because I want to defy my
background and do what my parents couldn’t. Perhaps it’s
because, in our splintered, random, deracinated world, it
actually is the highest expression of commitment one
person can make to another.”

Ending, Continued
“I was thinking about all of this when I dropped my rental car back
oﬀ at the airport, headed through customs and tucked into a
mediocre breakfast at LAX while waiting for my flight home. It
had been three years since my father, my brother and I had been in
the same city together, and with Jesse and Carla’s new baby it
seemed likely to be a while before it happened again. As I listened
to the speakers blaring out gate changes for travellers heading all
over the planet, I couldn’t help but wonder if the next time I saw
my father and brother together would be at another wedding. I
hoped it wouldn’t be my brother’s, but could easily imagine it being
my father’s. Maybe it’ll even be my own. I’m not ruling it out.”

Author’s Final Thoughts
“Would I write this piece again? Absolutely.
And I particularly enjoyed the fact that I didn’t
know how the story would turn out. Initially,
that terrified me – I’m a fairly linear person,
and I like to know where I’m going. But I’ve
learned that there’s something to be said – a
lot, in fact – for travelling without a map.”
– Max Fawcett
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